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Abstract
Urban morphology tries to understand the spatial structure of cities. It searches to identify the patterns and underlying substructures
but also the process of city development. Our contribution follows this last direction, we model the co-evolution of the road network
and the buildings. Our goal is triple: to combine cellular automata simplicity with city irregularities, to enable the road network
and buildings co-evolution and to respect temporal coherence. These objectives lead us to propose a simulation model based on
a geographic automata system. Several kinds of models already exist, but they usually concentrate only on the evolution of the
road network or only on the population density. The originality of our work consists in the dynamic of co-evolution of the city, we
propose a city morphogenesis model.
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1. Introduction
A very large part of the population now lives in cities that tend to sprawl more and more. It is expected that at
the horizon of 2025, keeping the same growth rate, 65 percent of the population will live in cities. Studying the way
cities grow is therefore of prime interest. Several models of city morphogenesis already exist. However most of them
tend to model either the population density and the land use or the expansion of the transportation network. Few of
them mix these two approaches. Furthermore, most of the models concentrate on the ﬁnal result, not considering
the intermediate steps as usable and valid representations: the transportation network may be incomplete or wrongly
connected or buildings may be isolated from it.
We present a model of city morphogenesis that considers both the built areas and the road network and develops
their co-evolution. The built areas (land register lots) are seen as cells of a cellular automaton, where we relax the
homogeneity and regularity constraints to achieve more realism. The road network will appear at the edges of this
irregular cellular automaton. We propose evolution rules that ensure both spatial and temporal coherency. We consider
an environment modelled by a cellular automaton based on Voronoi division of space composed by built areas. This
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one and the road network evolve together. Each of them is forced by the other. Thus we need to represent objects
located in space able to interact with their neighbourhood and environment. Torrens and Benenson in1 call this class
of simulation models geographic automata systems (GAS). They consider that they take advantage of the formalism
of automata theory and multi-agent systems techniques and provide a spatial approach to bottom-up modelling of
complex geographic systems.
Cities are complex systems2. One modelling method of such an object uses mathematical approaches. However
these approaches never enter in the details of the form of the city. Another successful class of approaches are simula-
tion models. Among of the most used for geographic simulations, due to their spatial nature, are cellular automata.
There is an extensive literature on successful city models3 but most often the simplicity of the formalism is opposed to
the ﬁdelity of the simulation. It is often necessary to divert from the base formalism to obtain realistic results4. Most
cellular automata use deterministic rules often required for certain patterns to appear. In scenarios where we need to
simulate more complex stochastic behaviour this can be a problem. A possibility is to associate cells with transition
potential toward the states they can take. Then a biased random choice is made according to each potential factor to
choose the next cell state5. The automaton becomes non-deterministic.
Cellular automata are also almost exclusively regular: not considering the states they can have during the simula-
tion, all cells are equal and share an equal neighbourhood. This is a very restrictive constraint when modelling a city
where forms are never this much regular. Moreover the neighbourhood is often local (Von Neumann or Moore). But
this can be a problem for a city simulation where distant elements inﬂuence the evolution of other areas. It is possi-
ble to extend the neighbourhood, but this still implies very regular interactions. An approach to solve this problem
is to relax the regular form of the automaton. O’Sullivan in6,7 proposes for example to use a graph based cellular
automaton to account for more realism. In this model, the land register lots or urban areas conserve their topology
and form the nodes of a graph. The relations between them are then expressed using edges that can model distance,
neighbourhood inﬂuence, etc.
Cellular automata have been extensively used to model road traﬃc8, but they do not ﬁt well when representing
or building the real topology of the road network. However it is important to consider both the built areas and the
transportation system as they attract each other.
Multi-agent systems are also often used to model cities. For example in9,10, promoter agents buy and sell land lots,
change their type, etc. Other agents, extenders travel through the simulation space to ﬁnd isolated buildings and trace
roads toward them. Connector agents will then travel through the road network to connect buildings with it. However
there is a temporal discrepancy in this approach: buildings may be created before any road connects to them.
In11, the authors propose a model where built areas and the transportation system evolve in parallel. The land use
is represented by density points that grow linearly. The road network evolves using empirical rules. To connect the
roads to density points, roads are extended being at equal distance of each neighbour point. It is interesting to note
that the authors introduce a Voronoi diagram without naming it.
Models of city construction also appear in the computer graphics ﬁeld, focusing more on the appearance than on
the functional aspects. For example12 uses a combination of vector ﬁelds that constrain the creation of a city. These
ﬁelds represent unbuildable areas, speciﬁc areas, altitude, etc. and can be parameters used by agents or cells of a
cellular automata.
2. Model
To account for realism in the city morphogenesis process, we would like a model that: (1) uses irregular space
partitioning, (2) represents both land register lots and the transportation system and their evolution, (3) can have
neighbourhood relations that follow the irregular partitioning, (4) is temporally and spatially coherent. These goals led
us to consider using a cellular automata with irregular neighbourhood based on Voronoi diagrams. In this automaton
cells represent land register lots and have transition potentials to model population density evolution. We can see
these cells as agents that choose their next state according to local informations. To model the transportation network,
some of the cell edges are considered as roads. Other agents non attached to the cellular automata bring non local
informations to the cells and ensure temporal and spatial coherence. Vector ﬁelds representing informations like
non-buildable areas, altitude, etc. are used to constrain the displacement of these agents and locations of new cells.
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Fig. 1. A trivial Voronoi diagram and three possible interpretations
Fig. 2. Two possible scenarios of construction of a new lot. Left: (a) without potential elements and temporally incoherent, right: (b) with potential
elements and temporally coherent. Potential elements are shown with dotted lines.
2.1. Structure
Let G be a set of n distinct points called sites or generators. The set of points closer to g than to any other site
is called Voronoi cell. In our model Voronoi cells represent land register lots. We use as a site the centre of each
lot. Neighbours of a lot will be Voronoi cells that share an edge with it. Edges between lots represent roads of the
transportation network. Naturally, not all lots will be circled by roads. One of the objectives of our model is to
determine which edge will become a road. It is important to distinguish between the Voronoi cells and the real land
register lots. The only common feature they share is their centre, not their shape. Similarly, roads represented as edges
between Voronoi cells do not convey their real shape. They only indicate that a road separates the two cells. This is
shown on the three examples of representations of the same Voronoi set in Fig. 1.
2.2. Potentialities
We distinguish in the model two kinds of elements: built ones and potential ones. A built element aﬀects other
elements around it and the set of all built elements form the city. Potential elements are ideas of the elements that
may or will be built but are not yet tangible. Potential land register lots do not aﬀect other lots (in terms of cellular
automata neighbourhood) but they can attract roads. Potentialities are used to create a temporally coherent city.
Indeed, as shown in Fig. 2a without considering roads or buildings as potential, some steps of the simulation may lead
to incoherent cities. We want a model where at each step the city remains usable. No one creates an area without road
access, but no road access exists without area to lead to. Built areas and the transportation system depend on each
other. The urbanisation cycle we use is therefore the following : (1) A new area is planned in the city, possibly without
road access. In our model, a potential cell is placed, surrounded by potential edges. (2) A road is built to go to this
area. In our model, we build the potential edge leading to this area by keeping the transportation system connected.
(3) Once the road is built the area can also be built. In our model, the cell is made real. Fig. 2b shows this sequence.
2.3. Voronoi Cellular Automata
Population density is the main quantity driving the evolution of our model. We handle it using the states of the
cellular automaton. We sample densities using three thresholds: low (l), average (a) and high (h). Relations between
these classes of density are given by coeﬃcients Ai j, i, j ∈ {l, a, h}. A high value of Ahh for example indicates that if a
cell has a lot of high density neighbours, it has an important probability to also become a high density cell. For each
cell C we deﬁne transition scores Ti(C) as follows: Ti(C) =
∑
k∈{l,a,h} Vk(C)Aik, i ∈ {l, a, h} where Vk(C) is the number
of neighbours of C in state k. To obtain a probability Pi(C) to switch to state i, we normalize transition scores so that
they sum up to one. A biased fortune wheel is then used to choose the transition.
If we apply these rules on a regular automaton we obtain a behaviour with the usual gradient between low, average
and high density zones. However, the state of the automaton changes radically in very few steps. Furthermore cells
constantly oscillate from one state to another. In order to avoid this we associate an inertia to cells. We use a sigmoid
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Fig. 3. Vector ﬁelds. From left to right: an example of virtual city with a single road and an obstacle; density ﬁeld Id; road ﬁeld Ir; obstacle ﬁeld
Io; aggregated ﬁeld I, a weighted sum of the previous three.
function that associates the cell age to its switch probability. Cells that recently switched state have probability to
switch again close to zero, and this probability increases with the time since the last switch. With inertia the city
grows slower, local modiﬁcation have time to express and the virtual city conserves its shape.
2.4. Potential Elements Placement
Cities grow by the addition of new potential elements (lots and roads) at its boundary. They are placed as follows:
(1) We ﬁnd centres of the city using the density. (2) We drop on these centres a mobile agent which will become a site
for a new area. (3) The agent moves, inﬂuenced by variables tied to the city. (4) When and where the agent stops, we
create the site of a new potential cell.
This placing agent should be inﬂuenced by densities and roads, but also should be able to consider other variables
and constraints such as ground value, altitude, construction restricted areas, etc. In order to do this, a vector ﬁeld
representing various constraints inﬂuences the placing agent. As several variables are to be used, we deﬁne one vector
ﬁeld by factor we want to use, and aggregate them using weights to create the ﬁnal vector ﬁeld I. We start with a
ﬁeld Id that makes each vector point toward the lowest density. This ﬁeld allows to ﬁnd zones where there is space to
build (often at the boundary of cities). But it is also natural to place new installations near roads. Therefore we use a
second ﬁeld Ir where each vector points toward the closest built road. We also use a ﬁeld Io representing obstacles or
non buildable zones. A vector ﬁeld is a set of regularly spaced discrete sites where vectors are expressed. To ﬁnd the
inﬂuence in the continuous space used by the agent we ﬁnd the square formed by the four closest vectors to the agent,
and then bi-linearly interpolate them. Fig. 3 shows an example of diﬀerent ﬁelds.
The placing agent will move freely if not constrained by Voronoi cells. Thus its speed depends on two factors: the
potentiality of the cell it ﬂies over and its size. This allows to slow down the agent when it ﬁnds large potential cells
and speed it up when the cell is already built. Similarly, a small cell speeds up the agent and a large one slows it down.
2.5. Reiﬁcation of Potential Elements
The elements placed by the placing agent are potential elements. We now have to choose which of them to build.
For the land register lots, we deﬁne a growth rate cp so that cp lots are constructed per iteration of the simulation. To
be temporally coherent, we build only cells that are connected to the transportation system. Once all possible cells are
listed, we give them a score depending on the age of the cell (time it has waited to be built) and we give priority to
the older ones, however in a biased random way. For roads, we consider their importance as their rate of use but also
as their placement in the urban system (help deserving very dense centres or allow to grow the network toward the
border). As we search to maintain a coherent network, only potential roads connected to the actually built network
are considered. The evaluation of the importance of roads is done by solving a maximum ﬂow problem. The ﬂow
corresponds to the traﬃc generated by the cells and their density. We consider density centres of the city and for each
density centre we create a source of ﬂow at the nearest crossroad. Each other crossroad is a sink which will receive a
ﬂow quantity proportional to their neighbourhood cell density.
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Fig. 4. City conﬁguration after t = 0 , 125, 250, 375 and 500 simulation steps. For comparison, at t = 500 we give the initial contours of the city
and its centre in dashed lines.
3. Results
To evaluate our model, we apply it to a real conﬁguration. The considered area is the west of Le Havre city. The
goal is not to reproduce the real growth of this city, but to observe the behaviour of the simulation. We have a strong
constraint here, the coastal line to the west of the city. To take it into account we use an appropriate vector ﬁeld.
Fig. 4 shows the city conﬁguration at diﬀerent simulation steps. Initially we have a unique density centre. During the
simulation the historical centre densiﬁes and extends to the west. The city grows mainly to the north where a new
density centre is formed. We can also observe an unstable density centre at the south.
Obtaining historical data is one of the major problems to evaluate this model. We can however measure the
evolution of some characteristics of the city built areas and roads. We ﬁrst studied the evolution of the city surface.
To do this we sum the surfaces of each cell. This is an approximation since Voronoi cells do not represent the real
land lots. We can see on Fig. 5a that the total surface grows almost linearly. The slight drops can be explained by
the division of existing cells: when a placing agent stops before reaching the border of the city it divides an existing
cell. We reﬁne this measure to analyse separately each kind of density. The growth of low density cells is driven both
by the cellular automaton rules (vertically) and by the construction of potential cells (horizontally), whereas average
and high density cells are only changed by the cellular automaton rules. This is why the low density area grows at a
higher pace. The low density area is also far larger than the other two. This depends on the initial conﬁguration. We
can also see that, although all areas grow, the ﬁnal conﬁguration remains very close to the initial one. This is due to
the A matrix coeﬃcients that tend to favour grouping and stability. These coeﬃcients can be modiﬁed.
To measure the transportation network eﬃciency we compute the road graph diameter (the length of the longer
shortest path between all pairs of nodes or crossroads). The diameter expresses the accessibility of the network. We
see on Fig. 5b a regular growth with brutal drops. The growth is due to the construction of the network that naturally
expands. The drops are due to the densiﬁcation of the roads that improves accessibility.
We also compute the average degree of the road network graph, that is the size of crossroads. We do not consider
nodes of degree 2, since they are not real crossroads. This can be seen on Fig. 5c. At t = 0 the average degree is very
low due to an implementation problem: geographic data used only contained vector data and an approximation had to
be used to transcribe it toward the Voronoi diagram. At the beginning the network has several connected components
and some roads are not considered. The average degree grows as the model brings back connexity. At t = 300 the
average degree stabilizes. This stabilization is a distinctive feature of urban systems13. The average degree of a city
remains globally constant and is one of its signatures. Finally, on Fig. 5d, we measure the average degree according to
the distance at which crossroads are from the density centre. The average degree drops when this distance increases.
This is also a particularity of urban networks: centres are very dense and the more we move away, the more the
network is sparse.
4. Conclusion
The concept of morphogenesis oﬀers a new dimension to the urban study: the time, considered here as a dynamic
continuum rather than as a result of a succession of distinct states. The morphogenesis tries to capture the orga-
nizational laws underlying the existence and development of urban forms. A multidisciplinary and multi-factorial
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(a) (b) (c) (d)
Fig. 5. Measures of city evolution during the simulation: (a) total area and areas of diﬀerent densities as a function of time; (b) diameter of the road
network as a function of time; (c) average degree of crossroads as a function of time; (d) average degree of the crossroads as a function of their
distance to the density centre.
approach is necessary to understand the complex object which is the city. Therefore we must consider not only the
formal dynamics of the diﬀerent elements but also the complex interactions between local levels and global level.
Our work is a ﬁrst step in this direction and we propose a GAS where geographic objects as built areas and road
networks are governed by local rules and they co-evolve. They inﬂuence themselves mutually. A more global level
is represented by a vector ﬁeld which steers the development of buildings and road network. This ﬁeld can expresses
for example economic forces or town planning and several constraints can be mixed.
Even if we have begun to compare this urban development in silico with the urban evolution of Le Havre, we must
continue this evaluation on diﬀerent cities which have various history. Another direction of research would be to
agentify the constraints and to take into account also the actions from the micro-level to the macro in a feedback loop.
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